
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There is no indigenous territory where there aren’t minerals. Gold, 
tin and magnesium are in these lands, especially in the Amazon, the 
richest area in the world. I’m not getting into this nonsense of 
defending land for Indians. 

 
––Jair Bolsonaro, 22 April 2015 

 
 
Open season on the resource-rich 
amped-up & ready to asset-strip 
the Amazon – obviously – if it’s 
needless to say why say it? Now  
there is a poser. “could mean 
fresh opportunities for Canadian 
companies looking to invest” in 
ecocide, genocide too (the peasant 
matrix a brown & “backward” image) 
fell destroyer carbon cut 
tarmac sink drive through 
unprofitable forest-weed. 
Politics never more nakedly in service. 
Nor the worst surer of their creed. 
 
Supermarket indecisions in the web 
of life. Hold up soap, rotate, angle 
descry inspect reject. Fruitless 
enough but how else to be in this 
world? Nihil in advance. Up-front 
mourning for the present, feels 
future because the losses don’t 
show. Each of us at the limit 
of the limit & straining to see 
what our eyes avert. Qué no quiero 
verla. In tears looking at a brown 
hare in Fauna Britanica. Prefers 
a mosaic of farm & wood. 
Living inside it it’s hard to parse 
its shapely contours of stately 
plummet (60% in 50 years)  
as the event strips away sparse 
& worsening cover at all levels 
of life. Form an image of the world 
that can be re-composed in 
phased change without motion. 
Split the particle open & it 
won’t go back. I is an other but 
pairs of beasts but re-inscribe. 



 
 
 
Another’s other, and an other. 
 
Rage at all the wrong targets 
from helpless home, 
effects of dispersal 
across networks 
of blame & gain. 
Demand the 
imperative engine. 
 
On the back of the soap 
pack the telling trace 
of the visceral real eye- 
to-eye with the world 
economy. Plant  
one palm firmly 
on the company map. 
What greases the great 
cycle must be the oil. 
Used in everything because it is 
cheap. The banal beat meted 
out of the fruit. Used in 
everything because it is cheap. 
There’s a theory of global 
economy for you, right there, 
of global oikos crouched down 
in arboreal shade against 
a dividing wall that shields 
the view. Qué no quiero 
verla. The blood. There’s 
an elegant syllogism for 
relation that is all ye need, 
and all there is – ah – to know 
relation extends the known 
to the bounds of the – 
huh what greases the great 
cycle is also – because it is 
cheap it is used – um 
as everything – cut – this 
paradigm, which rides 
on sleep, breaks up – 
 
EROSION now ho 
hum diverted via bog 
asphodel footfall 
counters in overdrive 
on Stannage well 
now well dressed 
well managed well 
done everyone. A 



 
 
 
blessing on your 
watercourse. 
The money hill 
unmounted still. 
 
& expansive the fresh forest 
but brought beyond biocapacities 
lopped & boxed the plants 
will grow much better in virgin soil 
 
expensive worth 
while to get all 
the life from 
the forest expends 
 
cut bamboo, grasses, 
smaller trees 
the method 
render to kindling 
ringing carve trunk 
so sap circulates 

past value. 
 
The pending processes 
death is slow 
time is short, 
by close of play 
today i want to see 
vascular veins 
laid open & the oil 

leaching out 
i want to see the layers 
of money inherent 
in the land at least 
then we’d know 
where to start. 
 

Harm in passivity 
gulls sing “anthropocene” 
scaling, losses 
cut down the coast 
let’s say just  
hypothetically 
we all agree 
to burn it all 
all the hydrocarbons 

all at once 
crack open 
the methane lattice 
sit back & wait 



 
 
 
for the feedback 

to kick 
 
or hold your ear 
to the pulsing 
syncopation  
of a storm drain 

in spate 
 
sea & ice 

ice & ocean 
dialectical counterpoint 
call & answer song 
read by measure 

watch the levels 
 
fossils agitate in the lobby 
assets stranded attest 
Deepwater attest Gorgon 
attest Sunrise over 
bitumen horizontal 
tarlands keep turning 
frack me sideways 
this is not a test 
 
red wines for red meat 
stupid peak time 
passed silt 
liquefaction limits 
ongoing full-price 
fares extinctive 
this city on stilts 
 
voy ahora, te quiero 

lentic lake fear no more 
boy agora, the quiet 

benthic bottom fear no more 
ahora vengo, te veo 

solar hubris fear no more 
alforja y vega, tango 

not to fear but fear itself 
still or slow, profundal 
 

O God, make me vegan, but not yet.  


